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The Maine Campus
Brains ...

UM System gets an
'F'in affordability
One state's universities pass, but 49
fail to provide affordable education
By William P. Davis
Web Editor

families in Maine have it even harder —
they must devote 47 percent of their
income to education at a public univerA new report released by The sky. These statistics are found by lookNational Center for Public Policy and ing at the total cost of attending a uniHigher Education failed 49 of the 50 versity after all need-based aid and comstate university systems for affordability, paring that cost to the income of the
The single passing institution, the average family in that category.
The situation isn't likely to get better
University of California System,
received a C-, and the University of any time soon. Because of the recent
Maine System was found to be one of financial crisis, endowments of UMS
the least affordable systems in the coun- and its schools have taken a hit, as have
many short-term investments made by
tryThe affordability of the states' insti- the university system.
Diamond said the universities invest
tutions is based on six indicators. Three
of these focus on a family's ability to students' tuition money between the
pay;the other three focus on the amount time the money is gathered and the time
it is needed to pay
of need-based aid
offered to students
professors.
This
by the state, system
strategy
is
often
an
"Maine is definitely
and university. Even
easy way to make
behind
ind the national
money, but because
though the tuition at
trend."
UMS schools is just
of the volatile marmarginally more
ket, the "investthan most other
ments" can end up
Darcie Harvey
going awry.
states', including
Policy analyst
A spokesperson
California's, the
National
Center
for Public for Gov. John
affordability of each
system is dependent Policy and Higher Education Baldacci released a
statement to The
on the economy of
Maine
Campus,
each state.
The reason for the high price tag at pledging his support for "enhancing
UMS schools,relative to Maine's medi- Maine's ability to compete in a global
an wage, is the number of campuses, economy and creating opportunities for
according to UMS spokesperson John Maine families." In response to a quesDiamond.This, Diamond said, is meant tion regarding the average debt incurred
to increase the system's aresibility to by University of Maine students — a
rural residents,. but results in high infra- relatively high $22,000 — the governor
structure costs.
stressed his efforts to make it easier for
"In Maine, the trustees and legisla- students to pay off their loans.
ture made a policy to make weess a high
He touted a recently passed bill
priority," Diamond said Tuition hikes making interest paid on student loans tax
are used as a last resort, he said,although deductible and mentioned "Opportunity
this has not stopped the system's schools Maine, which created a new tax credit
from raising tuition 35 out of the past 40 for graduates of Maine colleges who
choose to stay in Maine to work."
years.
Harvey said the report is not all1Darcie Harvey, a policy analyst for
the center,said the stare's number of uni- inclusive and does not take into account
versities is reflected in the participation policies such as Maine's tax credits. "It
score, and noted the high number of sounds like that's a progressive program
Maine high school graduates who go on and certainly an interesting one," said
Harvey, but stressed that the report only
to college.
She said, in terms of financial aid, takes into account direct cost.
Still, the amount of money allocated
"Maine is definitely behind the national
to the system by the state is dropping,
trend."
Harvey cited the percent of income Diamond said.
"Back in 2002,the amount of money
required by the average Maine family to
education
in
university
received
from the state ... made up 57
public
pay for a
Maine — 36 percent — which is well percent of our budget for the entire
behind the national average of 28 per- University of Maine system," Diamond
cent and far behind the highest state said. Now, that number has dropped to
average of 15 percent. Working-class 43 percent.
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Professor DePoy awarded
lifetime achievement honor
By Rhiannon
Sawtelle
Features Editor
It takes years of
research and dedication to be recognized for a lifetime's worth of
Prof.
work.
Elizabeth DePoy
has managed to
DePoy
obtain this recognition while her career is still in its prime.
She is a petite woman who exudes a tremendous sense of knowledge. Her dark hair and
square-rimmed glasses give her an academic
air, but her speech is both well-informed and
humorous.
DePoy's work is being honored by the
Disability Section of the American Public
Health Association (APHA). The APHA is the
largest and most diverse group of public health
professionals. The organization was founded in
1872 and is the oldest of its kind in the world.
DePoy recently received the 2008 Lifetime
Achievement Award from the organization.
"I was delighted to get it. ... I do appreciate the recognition from those whose work I

Style • Beer, Pig Destroyer and
"Australia"

respect," DePoy said.
The award is given to someone who has
made contributions to improving the health and
quality of life for disabled people during his or
her career. The contributions can be made
through research, teaching or advocacy.
DePoy has made an impact in each of those
aspects. She is currently working to provide
commercial equipment to help those who need
or want more assistance in outdoor activities
such as hiking and cross-country skiing.
DePoy is a professor and coordinator of
interdisciplinary disability studies at the
University of Maine Center for Community
Inclusion and Disability Studies. She is also a
professor of social work where she teaches
research methods in the field. She has been
with UMaine since 1989.
She was presented the award in October in
San Diego, where she was up against professionals from across the country.
When asked about her accomplishments, she
had a modest approach.
"If one works long enough, it is likely that
some part of the work will garner an award,"
DePoy said.
She is working on her 10th book and has
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Russian affairs expert visits university
Russian affairs. Both men are part-time stability in the area surrounding the for- Warhola was pleased with how
Remington's lecture turned out.
mer U.S.S.R.
teachers at the university.
"I think he was right on target. He didHe said Obama must immediately
Holman said a proposed U.S. missile
battery in Poland will increase the tension express his openness and optimism in n't pre-suppose that everyone knew a lot
developing a positive relationship with about Russian affairs, but at the same
President-elect Barack Obama's top between America and Russia.
"Current Russian President Dmitry Russia, with immediate being the key time, it was insightful enough for reasonpriority when entering the Oval Office in
ably well-informed people. He's just an
word.
January must include repairing the coun- Medvedev announced on
A year from now, the absolutely outstanding scholar," Warhola
try's relationship with Russia, said inter- the night of his election
START II treaty between said.
national affairs expert Thomas Remington that if the U.S. carries out
"The main goal must the U.S. and Russia will
"I guess I wasn't quite aware of
in a lecture at the University of Maine on its plans and places a
missile system in Poland, be to stop undermining expire. With the end of Russia's situation with allies — how few
Monday.
treaty, Russia will friends they have in the area," said Sarah
"The main goal must be to stop under- then Russia will place a
each other's security this
have unregulated free- Flynn, a fourth-year international affairs
mining each other's security and trust. missile system of their
and trust."
dom to do whatever they student focusing in political science.
The United States and Russia must grow own right next door,"
please with their nuclear
"I didn't realize how much of a big
to have a competitive, regulated relation- Holman said.
Russia has its eyes set
ship," Remington said.
Thomas Remington weapons. The treaty was deal Russian politics was at UMaine,"
During his lecture, Remington noted on regaining its status as
Russian affairs expert signed by George Bush said Arron Estes, another fourth-year
senior
and
former political science student with a focus in
world
nation
and
the current sour relationship with Russia a great
Russian president Boris international relations.
coincides with the most recent U.S. presi- leader, Singleton said.
University administrator Jim Toliner
Yeltsin on Jan. 3, 1993.
"Russia sees itself as
dents.
He said President George W. Bush equal to the U.S," Singleton said. "We The treaty banned the use of Multiple said he attended the event to find out how
Targetable
Re-entry Remington thought Obama would interact
nearly ignored Russia's existence, while need to find a mediating ground between Independently
former president of Russia Vladimir Putin ignoring them completely and encourag- Vehicles (MIRVs) on nuclear weapons, with Russia.
"I was most interested in the Russian
which make them more first-strike orientfelt relations with the U.S. were unneces- ing their puffery."
response to U.S. anti-ballistic systems,"
As he ended his presentation, ed.
sary during his era full of economic gains
"There is no current framework to reg- Toliner said. "I just wonder why we're
Remington outlined points of common
and triumph.
to
repair
ulate
the future arms race," Remington doing it. Supposedly we're doing it do
must
address
interest
Obama
For the panel discussion afterward,
said."That could bring about a very scary, counter Iran's missiles, which aren't even
Remington was joined by Paul Holman, relations with Russia.
there. Obviously that was a threat to
who has a doctorate in Russian history
These points included prevention of potentially dangerous situation."
UMaine political science professor Russia."
and worked for more than a decade in the nuclear proliferation, combating internaObama will take office on Jan. 20,
U.S. Foreign Service, and Seth Singleton, tional terrorism, working on climate James Warhola, who organized the event,
working
on
political
served
as
moderator
for
the
panel.
2009.
doctorate
in
change
problems
and
retired
academic
with
a
a
By Kathleen Dame and
Spencer Morton
For The Maine Campus

New vice presidents of SG confirmed
university, about how to work with peo- previous administration. Mehdizadegan
ple and get things done," Lyons said. "I was the assistant VPSE and took over on
think I've done an OK job as president, an interim basis after Andrew Gerke's
President James Lyons initiated one but I also think I've learned so much resignation. He spoke about his plans for
upcoming
the
final resolution before leaving office in from having the
semester.
the last General Student Senate meeting position,• it's going
"I tentatively want
"I've learned so much Las
of 2008. Sens. Abtin Mehdizadegan and to be interesting
to
bring three largeSamantha Shulman were officially moving on."
president] about Student
scale events that,
He expressed his
appointed to cabinet positions as well.
Government, about the
based on the survey
Lyons' resolution amended the stand- confidence in the
about how to we conducted, would
university,
ing rules of student senate so that finan- President-elect at
time
Owen
cial resolutions could not be implement- the
work with people and get appease the majority
of
students,"
ed before Thursday at 9 a.m. following McCarthy, noting
things done."
Mehdizadegan said.
Senate meetings. This measure is to that he had to be
He said getting a
allow more time for the president's cabi- "flexible" and be
net to review financial resolutions as able to "roll with the
James Lyons comedy act was "very
necessary. Once a financial resolution is punches." McCarthy
Student-body president high" on his list of
priorities.
implemented, the cabinet cannot veto it. and Vice PresidentShulman was also
If the cabinet does veto a resolution, the elect Ross Wolland
an assistant, and became interim VPSO
senate has an opportunity to reverse the were inaugurated on Wednesday night.
At the meeting, Mehdizadegan was when Matthew Bennett resigned in
veto.
Lyons wore a smile throughout the confirmed as vice president of Student October. She had been assistant VPSO
meeting and, at the conclusion, thanked Entertainment (VPSE) and Samantha since January 2008. She explained that
the senate for a successful semester. He Shulman was approved as vice president she would work with the new executives,
also spoke about his time in office.
of Student Organizations. Justin Labonte including Labonte to better organize the
"I've learned so much [as president] was approved as vice president of finan- active clubs.
"There will be an all-club meeting
about Student Government, about the cial affairs, a position he held during the
By Alex Leonard
Staff Reporter

STUDENT+LEGAL+SERVICES

where all club presidents and treasurers
meet with me and [Labonte] to talk about
how to keep updated with Student
Government ... also how to request funding," Shulman said.
Along with Lyons' resolution, four
financial resolutions passed through senate. The senate allocated $2,800 as compensation for holiday bonuses for fulltime Student Government employees,
$1,020.50 to the Mock Trial club and
$4,910 to the International Students
Association for its dance festival and
weekly coffee hour. Labonte also noted
in his report that $200 was allocated to
the Student Athletic Advisory Committee
and $964 was allocated to the Athletic
Training Student Organization. He stated
that $540.46 was transferred from the
Professional Classes fund to Legal and
Accounting to cover the 2007-08 audit
fee and that $871.06 was returned unallocated.
At the end of the meeting, the senate
elected Sen. Zachary Jackman over Sen.
Nate Wildes to the Executive Budgetary
Committee.

Be nice to
animals!

157 MEMORIAL UNION 581-1789

THE FENDER BENDER
In an accident and not sure what to do?
Never leave the scene of an accident! Make
sure everyone involved is okay,render
reasonable assistance to any injured
person, and report the accident immediately
to the state or local police by the quickest
means available. Failure to report an accident
lead to criminal charges and/or license
suspension. Drivers should exchange license
and registiatic.m information and notify their
insurance company of the accident and
cooperate with its investigation.
Student Legal $ervicas provides fres legal services to full-time undergraduates

DID YOU KNOW?

WHEN YOU CHOOSE
IVIABEL WADSWORTH
WOMEN'S HEALTH CENTER...
You are supporting women's health
advocacy, education and clinical
services for thousands of women
from all economic backgrounds.
To find out more cat 207.947.5337 or
visit us at

www,mabehvadsvorth.org

Insurance is accepted at Mabel Wadsworth Center.
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Lyons leaves den with pride
Student body president ready to move on
By Rhiannon Savvtelle
Features Editor

"I'm looking for other things to experience while I'm in college," he said. "It
would be nice to have more free time." He
James Lyons looked fatherly at his last joked he now has an extra 35 hours a
General Student Senate meeting 'as stu- week to fill.
Now, no longer heading the student
dent body president. Before the meeting,
he sat quietly, reviewing his notes at the body, he plans to keep up with his role in
head of the table, while student senators the Forensics Society, stay involved in
sipped on juice boxes and snacked on senate and spend mote time with friends.
cookies and crackers.
While senators talked and joked
among themselves, Lyons quietly spoke
"When I wake up in the
with the new vice president of Student
Entertainment, Abtin Mehdizadegan.
morning,I go to the same
Dressed in a red tie, blue collared shirt
exact classes they[the
and a blazer to match, Lyons looked more
student body]go to."
mature than most 20-year-olds.
When he addressed the senate, he
spoke quickly and concisely.
James Lyons
Concluding • his report, he said, "I'd
Student body president
like to thank you all for your support over
the last year, especially the last four
months."
Lyons recently finished his term as stuLyons said as president, above all, he
dent body president after serving for four worked as a facilitator. He mentioned
months. He was one of three presidents the recent concerts on campus, working
since 2007 to receive his position by with faculty and "just getting people to
appointment, not by student body elec- work together." He improved the
tion.
Student Government Web site and
He previously served as vice president pushed for medical amnesty, which
under Steven Moran, but when Moran allows those who call an ambUlance for
graduated, Lyons finished the term. He someone who is extremely intoxicated
to be exempted from university punitive
officially took the role on Aug. IS.
Lyons served in the student senate measures, if he or she is intoxicated as
since the spring of 2007. He is a third-year well.
student from Yarmouth, double-majoring
As vice president, he worked a great
in biochemistry and political science.
deal on the Student GOVe111111eLICS
Despite having a black-belt in Constitution and Senate Standing Rules.
Hapkido, a Korean martial art, Lyons He went through both with a finedoes not appear intimidating or aggres- toothed comb, he said.
"That was kind of my passion as VP."
sive. A tall, slim blond who sports glasses
and a crisp, clean-cut appearance, he is
He said there could have been
well-spoken and relaxed.
improvements to his presidential
In his office, he sat approach.
comfortably,
"I know this is a little cliche, but I
half-leaning wish I knew what I know now," he said.
in his black
With four months as president, he felt
office chair his abilities were somewhat limited.
with folded
"Looking back, I could have worked
hands.
more with Student Senate."
He mentioned he would have
liked to reach out to the

Campus photo by Rebekah Rhodes

community more by attending more
events and representative board meetings.
"Just show up and support them," he
said.
Lyons spent his summer interning in
Washington, D.C., for the Minority Staff
of the Senate Committee on Small
Business and Entrepreneurship. He sees
himself as a "pretty normal student."
"When I wake up in the morning, I go
to the same exact classes they kite student body]. go to."
Lyons said his career in senate and as
an executive has benefited both him and
the campus. He credits both jobs for giving him knoWledge about management
and leadership.
"You have the opportunity to bring
about change," he said of being in senate.
In both the senate meeting and in the
interview, Lyons assured students that
the campus can expect "a lot of great
things" from Owen McCarthy and Ross
Wo!land, the newly-inaugurated president and vice president for next term.
—I think it's going to
be
a
good
administration."
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UMaine Dining Services
purchases produce locally

Word of

rnout

University builds sustainable relationships with community farmers

Did you vote for a Student Government
presidential candidate?

Yes.
Victoria Smith
Fourth-year
Microbiology student

Yes.
Chad Watts
Third-year
History student

I was not at a computer
when they were doing .
the voting.
Christine Howard
Third-year
Athletic training student

Yes.
Corey Birdsall
First-year
Electrical engineering
student

No.
Anna Burgess
First-year
English student

I did.
Alexander Aman
Fifth-year
Civil and environmental
engineering student

By Kathleen Dame
For The Maine Campus

California have their entire state to choose from.
Last year, Taylor looked at Maine's primary
produce supplier, PFG. Thinking he'd wind up
The University of Maine Dining Services with California for an answer, he began tracking
bought 5 to 8 percent of its food from local where the food at Northcenter came from. He
farms during November and December, support- was surprised to find much of the produce origing Maine's economy and getting fresher food inating from Maine farms.
in the process, according to Glenn Taylor,
"When we found out it was from real farmUMaine's director of culinary services.
ers, I'd send out an e-mail, and they'd say,
The percentage of locally-grown food at 'Okay, your apples are coming from Belle Vue
UMaine was higher in September and October, [farm] this week.' Every single day now, there's
at some times close to 15 percent because of something we're using," Taylor said.
seasonal products such as apples, Taylor said.
Taylor said Smith called him one day, offerStewart Smith is one of the farmers UMaine ing to supply carrots. Now, dining purchases as
buys-from. In addition to teaching resource eco- many as 600 pounds of carrots a week to use in
nomics and policy at UMaine, Smith owns and recipes and salad bars campus-wide.
operates Lakeside Farms in Newport, with the
"Stew was wonderful this year," Taylor said.
help of his son. He supplies local produce for
In addition to Smith, Taylor stresses the
both UMaine and Colby College dining servic- importance of buying from mid-size farms.
es.
In addition to supporting
During this school year,
local businesses, Taylor said
UMaine has purchased "There is an important sense local produce seems to be
broccoli, squash, cabbage,
healthier than industrial proof connection that's lost
tomatoes, beets and carrots
duce. Produce
brought
when you don't know where across the country is picked
from Lakeside Farms.
"The university's been
yourfood comesfrom. There when it's underripe, he says,
patient with us," he said.
but local produce
is an almost sacred element fresh. Taylor says ishepicked
"We give them unpeeled
worto preparingfood that you
carrots when they could buy
ried about quality, but is
peeled carrots from their
now convinced local proare connected to."
regular supplier."
duce trumps industrial.
Smith's farm, which is in
"It's kind of a feel-good
David Merrill thing," he said. "It's one of
its third season, will continBlack Bear Food Guild co-manager those things where you
ue to provide the school
with carrots throughout the
know it's the right thing to
winter months.
do."
Maine counts Lakeside Farms among the
Third-year sustainable agriculture student
many that do not supply to industries. Lakeside David Merrill is co-manager of the Black Bear
also does not sell directly to consumers through Food Guild at Orono's Rogers Farm. Every
farmer's markets or community-supported agri- year, students plant, tend and harvest crops at
culture. Smith said it's the middle ground the three-acre organic farm.
between the two types.
The program is part of a Community"What I'm interested in right now is that Supported Agriculture group (CSA). Each seamiddle group," he said. "Those systems, I think, son, students begin planning in January, detercan be financially viable and help in developing mining how much their operation will cost.
that middle that's more diverse and better sus- They then sell shares to members of the comtainable."
munity in March, who front the funding in
Rather than selling produce to consumers or return for produce later on. In April, the stufactories, mid-size farms compete by delivering dents plant and take care of their crop until
to area supermarkets or universities. This way, October, delivering fruits and vegetables to
they keep the profit that would otherwise be shareholders after harvesting.
taken out for the store's distribution department.
This year was Merrill's first as co-manager,
They supply grocers with, as Smith puts it, "a and he witnessed the CSA program serve more
fresher, better taste at equivalent price and serv- than 83 shareholders. He is a firm believer in
ice."
local agriculture, saying that humans cannot
Several local farms supply produce tp separate themselves from their environment.
Performance Food Group (PFG) Northcenter,
"There is an important sense of connection
the operation from which dining services pur- that's lost when you don't know where your.
chases produce, according to Taylor.
food comes from," Merrill said. "There is an
Five years ago, when he was a chef with the almost sacred element to preparing food that
university's catering service, Taylor said he you are connected to. It's also about local
used to walk to the farmer's market, held twice economies, making sure there is a productive
weekly in the Steam Plant Parking Lot. There, capacity and skill set in our own communities."
he found items he could use in dinners and
Merrill believes the university's interaction
brought them back to the kitchen.
with local farmers can be an incredible building
Once faced with serving an entire campus block for the area's agriculture. He said
and spending $800,000 a year on produce, find- UMaine, like many schools established around
ing the supply locally became a more challeng- the same time, was founded with a land grant in
ing task. Taylor found his solution in farms such order to encourage agricultural and mechanical
as Lakeside.
disciplines.
"I try to keep up on the trends. At every con"As an institution of higher education,
ference we've gone to for the past five years, acknowledging that and acting on it is essenit's been, 'buy local, buy local, buy local," tial," Merrill said. "Educating students about
Taylor said.
where their food comes from is really crucial. If
The problems, he warned, come with defin- people aren't aware of this, they will miss some
ing the term "local." For schools like Princeton, really important information on how it's grown,
it's a four-to-five-state region, while schools in about how agriculture affects the environment."

The Maine Campus
thinks you look nice today.
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Police ielwr -Irk)

Beat

The best from Orono, Old
Town and UMaine's finest

Domestic violence

Bathroom confusion

Police responded to a report of
a possible disturbance at an
apartment on Connecticut Street
at University Park at 3 p.m. on
Dec. 7. When officers arrived, a
female exited the residence distraught and crying. She said she
had been punched in the face by
her husband, Ghobad Vermazani,
42, Old Town. She was on the
phone with her friend when he
became upset and struck her,
according to the victim. Officers
noted she had redness on the jaw
area. Vermazani was arrested for
domestic assault and transported
to Penobscot County Jail.

Police arrived at Gannett Hall
to track down an intoxicated male
who was witnessed trying to
enter the fourth-floor women's
bathroom at 1:29 a.m. on Dec. 6.
Officers located the individual,
Daniel Byrne, 18, Orono, in the
fourth-floor men's bathroom. He
was stumbling and appeared to be
intoxicated. He admitted to
drinking vodka and was issued a
summons for posession of alcohol by a minor by consumption.

Shower scare

Tampered lunchbox
A construction worker at the
Collins Center for the Arts jobsite
reported that someone had stolen
prescription painkillers from his
lunchbox sometime between 9
and 11:15 a.m. while he was
working on Dec. 9.

Public Safety received a report
of a potentially suicidal male in a
fourth-floor Gannett Hall shower
at 11:14 p.m. on Dec. 8. A student
observed the male lying curled up
on the floor of the shower. The
shower was on, and the bathroom
lights were turned off. The student left to call the police and
returned to find the individual
had left the bathroom. Police
were unable to locate him.
Public Safety said the behavior
was odd, but not necessarily suicidal.

Sigma Nu fraternity called
Public Safety requesting an
ambulance for a highly intoxicated and sick 22-year-old male at
12:17 a.m. on Dec. 7. The
University of Maine Volunteer
Ambulance Corps transported
him to Saint Joseph's Hospital
for evaluation.

Doughnut driver

Fire fright

Public Safety received a complaint of a Dodge Intrepid driving
erratically near the Student
Recreation and fitness Center at
9:15 p.m. on Dec. 7. The witness
recorded the plate number and
police were able to locate and
stop the vehicle on Rangeley
Road. The driver, Jaclyn Flye, 18,
Orono, admitted to performing
doughnuts. Police issued her a
warning for irresponsible driving
and charged her for an outdated
inspection sticker that had
expired in June 2008.

Police responded to a fire
alarm at the Phi Gamma Delta
fraternity at 3:33 a.m. on Dec. 6.
They determined it had been activated on the third floor, but the
house brothers were unable to
give any indication of who was
responsible.

Hospitalized drinker

Compiled by
Aislinn Sarnacki
Staff Reporter

Amy Brooks + The Maine Campus
New Student Government President Owen McCarthy and Vice President for Student Affairs
Robert Dana shake hands at the Student Government presidential inauguration Wednesday night.
James Lyons, the former student body president, laughs in the background.
"I look forward to building a vision for the future," McCarthy said after Lyons welcomed him into
his new position with the first-ever Student Government championship belt.
"I expect you to wear these to all formal Student Government events," Lyons told the new president and vice president.

published more than 70 capitalistic, global community.
articles in scholarly
"This approach does not make one popular
journals.
has
been
She
at
a
party," DePoy said.
from page 1
recognized in areas
They also work with the 'political correctranging from disability services to peace in ness' of working in the disability field and
the Middle East and feminism.
putting their theories to work by developing
Even with a long list of achievements, access solutions. This means working to creDePoy considers the highlight of her career ate products such as commercial tools that
her students. She describes the second most will work for people who need or want more
important highlight as collaborating with assistance in outdoor activities. DePoy
her husband,"as it makes the work fun."
describes this as her "most important scholarHer career path in academia runs in her ship ... at this point."
family. DePoy credits her uncle for piquing
"My work advances a very progressive
her interest in being a scholar. He was a perspective about difference and diversity,"
former professor at Brandeis and a Pulitzer she said.
Prize winner in history for his scholarship
DePoy earned her doctorate in philosophy
from the University of Pennsylvania.
on the Supreme Court.
"The conflicting need to make a living
Stephen Gilson, her husband and colleague, is a professor at UMaine in the after undergrad school was my reason for
same field. His list of accomplishments going into a professional discipline. However,
matches his wife's. He has been a collabo- loving the humanities, I pursued a doctorate
rator On much of DePoy's work, and in philosophy," she said.
DePoy takes her accomplishments in stride
together they have worked on several theoretical frameworks. Currently they are and said her recent award has affirmed the
working on a theory that suggests disabili- work she is still conducting. She describes her
ty is a profitable function of design in a career choice as both "stimulating and fun."

DePoy

Be sure to visit

mainecampus.com
for updates throughout winter break

Student
Appreciation
Sale!

Dec. 15- Dec. 19
*Sale excludes the following: Textbooks,
Diploma Frames, Specialty Orders,
Supplies and Sundries. This sale cannot
be combined with other offers,
discounts or coupons.

25% off UMaine Clothing & Gifts*
Adult Reg. $67.99
Sale $44.20
Youth Reg. $58.99
Sale $38.34
pnive_rsit.),

35% Off UMaine
Hockey Jersey
ALL December!
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Come on in or shop online: www.bookstore.umaine.edu

Don't
drink
and
drive
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Study shows cost of
learning is out of hand
The Issue: A recent report gives 49 of the 50 public university systems failing grades on college
affordability
What We Think: A college education should be
obtainable for every American, regardless of economic status
The National Center for Public Policy recently released
a report card for the nation's public university systems.The
report showed encouraging gains nationwide on college
preparation, participation and completion. In fact, Maine
has the second-highest number of 18- to 24-year-olds
enrolled in college in the nation. However, the report
showed depressing declines in college affordability, and,
according to the report, Maine has some of the least affordable public universities in the nation.
Only two states managed to increase the affordability of
their schools during the past year, and only one state was
granted a passing grade by the report: California earned a
C-. This depressing trend shows complete negligence on
behalf of the governors of all 50 states, including Maine.
John Diamond, a spokesperson for the University of
Maine System,said the high cost is a result of the number
of universities in the system, a plan designed to increase
educational secess to rural residents. What is forgotten is
that those rural residents might not have the resources to
pay for a university education at all, no matter where the
university is located.
The only way to strengthen the future of this state and
this country is to aggressively,increase the affordability of
public universities. Betterment through education should
be a right for those who want it, not a privilege given to
those who can afford it. Especially in Maine, where the
average working-class family must devote 47 percent of
their income to a public education, there is urgency to the
situation that must be addressed.
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Mario Moretto

Push polls distort the facts,
mislead the public about the
Employee Free Choice Act

Earlier this semester, I wrote an opinion piece about how
H.R. 800, S. 104(The Employee Free Choice Act, or EFCA)
will restore democracy to the American workplace by allowing workers to choose for themselves whether or not they'll
join a union, without fear of intimidation, coercion, retributive action or illegal firing by their employers. With Presidentelect Barack Obama winning the election and a changing of
guard in the U.S. Senate, the passage of the EFCA is rapidly
becoming a hot-button topic of domestic policymaking.
I received an e-mail recently from Jack McKay, Director
of Food AND Medicine — a local community organization
— about a phone call he received. His wife Laura Millay
answered the call and was asked if she would be willing to
participate in a survey conducted by Promark Research
Corporation — who described themselves as a "public
research firm" in Texas. Millay agreed to take the survey.
After a few stock questions about the previous election,
when she was asked,"Have you heard of the Employee Free
Choice Act?" Millay said that she had and was asked to
describe the bill in her own words. "It's about supporting
worker rights to form a union," Millay told the surveyor. She
also said she supports the bill. Immediately after indicating
her support, the purpose of the survey was made apparent.
Millay was read a list of unattributed statements that "had
been made" about the EFCA,and was asked if they made her
more or less likely to support the bill. These statements
included lines such as, "increased unionization would drive
down the efficiency of the American workforce," and "EFCA
would significantly drive up the cost of doing business and
kill American jobs by driving companies, including small
business, out of the country."
The issue with these sorts of leading questions is that
through presenting unattributed "statements" as facts, you can
convince people to believe anything. This display of immoral
deception is a transparent scam. When asked for whom the
survey was being conducted, the surveyor told Millay that she
"didn't have that information." Promark is a for-profit corpo-

ration, which provides these "public research" surveys for a
fee to whoever pays for them. If EFCA is being hotly contested by big-business on one side and supporters of worker
rights on one side, it's clear to see who benefits from this survey.
These types of "surveys" are referred to in the political
world as "push polls." According to McKay,this is a "classic
push poll ... where you make seemingly objective statements
that are in fact very propagandistic. As a result, people are led
to believe they're looking at objective info. It's a shameless
yet effective way to move people away from supporting a particular position. Through what is essentially misinformation
and deception, they're trying to trick people into opposing the
EFCA."
Push polls can serve two purposes. The first is to test different lines of attack on a particular issue. By trying all these
different "statements" and gauging the response, the surveyor
is able to find out which one is the most effective in swaying
the public. The other purpose is to drum up misleading statistics. I'm sure that whoever paid Promark to conduct this survey would love to be able to say, "90 percent of those who
support EFCA change their mind after being presented with
'the facts."
This survey is clearly an attempt by big business — which
more than likely paid for the survey — to mislead the public.

EFCA next page
Letters to the editor should be no longer than 300 words in length
and should include the author's name, address, academic major or job
title and phone number or e-mail address. The Maine Campus reserves
the right to edit submissions for length and clarity.
The Maine Campus
5748 Memorial Union
Orono 04469-5748
opinion@mainecampus.com
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Obama's cabinet isn't
a group that will push
for real change
Jonathan Zappala

EFCA

a pesky union stand in the way of larger profit margins for the fat cats at the
top. This misinformation campaign in
only beginning, and it's important that
we all refuse to drink the Kool-Aid.
Mario Moretto is opinion editorfor
The Maine Campus.
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*Tricks

• Master of Puppets
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Safety on our roads
improves with better
awareness, care by all
Katelynn Guillemette

The transition of power in the change of leadership at the Pentagon.
White House, marked by the naming Obama must have realized he needed
of Barack Obama's cabinet, has been to pick someone the military likes —
all over the news. President-elect such as Robert Gates — because he
Obama's brain trust is about half full cannot afford to lose their support.
of the people who will be advising
Obama's choice of Eric Holder is
him on how to run the country. Those troublesome. His role in the pardon of
named so far are not new faces to pol- Marc Rich in the last days of the
itics or even thinkers who will bring Clinton administration was worri"change" — all but two of the men some. At the time, Marc Rich was a
and women named were appointees fugitive democratic contributor, livor members of the Clinton adminis- ing in Switzerland to escape tax evatration. These politicians all have sion charges and illegally making
records that show the unlikelihood deals with Iran during the hostage crithat there will be change in America. sis. This was a politically motivated
The nominees to his cabinet as of pardon for President Clinton, and
this writing are Bill
Holder was in favor
Richardson, who
of it. Rich was a
"Barack Obama never wealthy man who
was a Secretary of
Energy and an outlined what "change" didn't pay his taxes.
ambassador to the meant in his campaign, He made deals with
United
Nations;
an enemy of the
Janet Napolitano, a and it looks like change U.S. and was let off
onetime
U.S. means going back to the the hook because he
District Attorney;
gave a lot of money
Clinton years."
Timothy Geithner,
to
President
who
was
an
Clinton's party. All
Undersecretary of the Treasury; Eric of this puts his judgment in question.
Holder, a deputy U.S. Attorney
Americans of all sides agree that
General; Rahm Emanuel, -a White the politicians in Washington have
House senior adviser; and, of course, forgotten they are there to serve us.
Hillary Clinton. What do all of these The Democratic Party thinks we are
names have in common? They were not smart enough to run our own lives
all a part of the Clinton administra- and wants the government to step in
tion, whose economic policy of mak- and make sure everything is "fair."
ing lenders give everybody a home The Republican Party has forgotten
loan — even if they probably could- they were elected because they were
n't pay them back — got us into the party of small government and
today's recession. The former jobs now spend money left and right. John
listed are the positions they held dur-, McCain's best idea was a spending
ing those years. Also named to cabi- freeze on unessential things in
net posts are current Secretary of Congress. That is the sort of change
Defense Robert Gates and former we need in Washington: Politicians
Senate Majority Leader Tom should stop wasting our money and
leave matters not pertaining to the
Daschle.
Barack Obama has an excellent U.S. Constitution up to the politicians
opportunity to unite the nation by in Augusta to decide. Barack Obama
nominating a bipartisan cabinet with never outlined what "change" meant
experts in their respective fields. So in his campaign, and it looks like
far, he has only picked Gates, a change means going back to the
Republican, who might be his wisest Clinton years.
Jonathan Zappala is a junior
choice yet. At this point in the War on
Terror, it would be foolish to have a psychology student.
It is in the interest of
.corporations to keep
their workers from
from page 6 unionizing,in order to
maintain their control
over a workforce that doesn't have a
voice. It is their job to make profits for
their shareholders, and they can't have
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White Zombie

I awoke last Tuesday morning to the unpleasant
sound of my alarm clock and quickly collected the
things[needed to begin a new day. With just 15 minutes to reach the south side of campus,I brushed my
teeth, dressed and set out from Oak Hall.
I found the morning to be just like every other
Tuesday and Thursday morning I've had this semester. I saw the same familiar faces, was rushed and
was still awakening from my deep sleep.
However; that morning suddenly changed. As I
neared Nutting Hall, I heard the sound of screeching
tires. My attention was immediately drawn ahead,
and I saw a young woman struck by an automobile.
[think I can speak for myself, as well as the others who witnessed the accident, when I say that it
was horrifying. The impact of the vehicle sent the
woman several feet into the air. She flipped multiple
times and when she finally reached the pavement,
she remained completely still in what had to have
been an uncomfortable position — it was the scariest
thing I've seen in my 20 years.
The woman is now recovering from a leg injury
and facial abrasions. She is one of the many pedestrians who are injured every day in the U.S. due to
pedestrian and vehicular accidents. According to federal data, a pedestrian is killed in a traffic accident in
the U.S. every 110 minutes, and one is injured every
minutes. This statistic is alarming, and it frightens
me as both a pedestrian and a driver.
It's hard to say which situation would be worse
— failure to obey the law and face the punishment,
dealing with the emotions of injuring and potentially

Brian Curry

killing someone, or suffering the physical pain and
mental trauma of being the victim. Either way, the
consequences are serious.
The painted lines often give people a false sense
of security. Yes, a crosswalk does give a pedestrian
the right of way, but it does not ensure all drivers are
going to yield to someone walking in it Crosswalks
are meant to help people cross the street at busy intersections, but they do not make one invincible.
Even though it's illegal for drivers to pass a
stopped vehicle at a crosswalk, it is something that
frequently occurs,and a pedestrian is often hit. High
speeds, poor driving conditions and plain ignorance
also help to account for the large amount of pedestrian injuries and deaths that occur daily in the U.S.
We can begin lowering the number of accidents
right here at the University of Maine. As students
and faculty, we know how chaotic campus can be —
especially in the earlier hours of the day when everyone is trying to reach their destinations on time.
One way we can lower the number of incidents is
by slowing down behind the wheel and paying better attention to crosswalks. Caution is key on both the
pedestrian and driver's side. If slowing down and
paying closer attention means setting the alarm back
another 15 minutes, a little extra sleep is something
we could all sacrifice. If we can come together and
look out for ourselves as well as one another, we can
decrease the number ofaccidents and make our campus a safer place.
Katelynn Guillemette is a junior elementary
education student.

Executives should not
be chastised for seeking
an edge in U.S. market

We choose things everyday. We choose the food
we eat, the president we elect, even with whom we
will have a family. Choice has taken center stage
regarding the future that lies ahead of us. There is no
doubt that political corruption is something that
should become a personal embarrassment, but what
about embarrassment ofchoosing not to work? Why
should we be embarrassed by success?
The point has been made that large pensions
should be something we should be ashamed of. The
idea that one should be ashamed of something
worked for is absurd. I'm not talking about the
greed shown by "million-dollar parachutes" and
pensions for one-year executives paid for by taking
food out of the mouths of the workers. I am talking
about the Steve Jobs and Bill Gates of the world
who have built this country from the ground up.
There are plenty of automakers waiting for the
Big Three collapse so they can capitalize on the
corpses. Do we think Toyota will idly sit by and
watch another start up company take over GM,
Chrysler and Ford? No. They will buy up everything they can and then some.This all happens in the
name of competition. It may not always be pretty,
but it is what our country needs to survive. So, why
are we so fixated on undermining competition —
the backbone of this country?
Competition is what took us to the moon, revolutionized the auto industry and made penicillin
affordable. Competition is what has built this country into one of the strongest powers in the world. I
agree changes need to be made, but I cannot agree
with the notion that success is a source of shame.
My mother worked for 30 years to afford her quiet

autumn years. Should she be ashamed because she
has bills taken care of and her medical expenses in
check — without the help of our tax dollars? She
shows us what we can achieve if we work for it. We
have so much success in our country that we have
grown to demand it. It is as if the country collectively decided we are too good to try anymore.
A good point was recently made about the lack
of effort on the part of students. When your first
"read in college is your diploma," then we have a
real problem. What happened to the idea of competing for a place in college? Our society roots for
the underdog, but have we gone so far to see that if
the underdog succeeds, any means are justified by
the result? This is what happens when competition
is removed from the equation. Instead, we level the
playing field by "spreading the wealth" and making
everyone equal, until we have to compete for the
business of another company or another client. Do
we cry foul and ask for a do-over because we didn't
have the•eompetitive edge? I am sure that isn't how
Toyota or China will see it.
This is why large pensions for people that earn it
are justified. Competition will empower them to
want to do better than the other guy. That is what has
made us great. Sometimes we fail and sometimes
we succeed, but I don't think I want to have to be
ashamed because of my success. Unfortunately, this
is what the image of success is devolving to. If you
succeed, you must be greedy. If you don't succeed,
you are a victim of the greedy successful businesses. So who wins?
Brian Curry is a seni,'r
eni,ironmental s(•ience student.
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StyleCast

New edition available on mainecampus.com with every
print issue.
This week: Style editor Zach Dionne gives an audio
supplement to Beer Police.

Newsflash: Students are stressed
By Zach Dionne
Style Editor
"Stress, anxiety, worry, nervousness — I kind of use all those interchangeably," Kylie Cole said. A clinician and coordinator of prevention
at the University of Maine
Counseling Center, she frequently
deals with the troublesome feelings
and their impact on students.
Another way of putting it, with
less concern for specific phraseology? "It piles up, becomes one big
mess," said Jon Chellis, a junior
music student who faced three dress
rehearsals, three performances, two
papers, two projects and work for
two employers — all in one week
This is college,and stress is in the
air
"What I see the most is students
who have academic stress, and that
makes everything else worse," Cole
said. "So if they're struggling in a
relationship or, you know,they have
concerns about family back home
... it makes all the other stresses
even harder to deal with and vice
versa."
With finals week, holiday shopping and travel arrangements, the
semester's end has great potential for
overwhelming students in an already
stressful environment.
"Sometimes it's easy to push
aside worries and anxieties about
how courses are going until about
this time in the semester, when the
chickens come home to roost," said
Virginia Nees-Hatlen, an associate
dean at the College of Liberal Arts
and Sciences."The students who do
best at this time in the semester are
the ones who follow the good advice
that faculty and advisers have been
giving them for years, for millennia
Set aside some time every day for
your work, budget time the way
you budget money,
get going early."
We

never going to make stress go away;
we're always going to have it," Cole
said. "But people can learn how to
make it more manageable,and that's
not best learned during the two
weeks before finals."
Chellis, who took 16 credits this
semester on top of two jobs and
three performance ensembles,
knows this well.
"It all kind of comes down to the
wire," he said. "It's very stressful;
it's very hard — not just on the mind
but on the body."
Chellis attributed recent feelings
of depression and a new cold to
stress. Physical symptoms are not an
extraordinary circumstance of anxiety — the body can be as affected as
the mind
Kristi Buchanan,a massage therapist at Cutler Health Center, said
she can feel the stress when students
come in, sometimes through stiff
stances or knots. Traffic for massages increases with finals week,
according to Buchanan.
Feelings of stress can be as
harmful as the physical symptoms,
according to Cole. "They're saying
to themselves,'Oh,I'm never going
to be able to finish this exam; I'm
going to fail this class; I'll have to
drop out of school," she said
Extreme forms of anxiety, particularly as a disorder,"render it impossible to function," Nees-Haden
said. "People desperately
want to be able to show up
for things and perform and
do well, but they're so
anxious that they're not
going to perform to
their own standards."
Cole works with
eight other counselors at the free,

confidential Counseling Center.
After Thanksgiving break, appointments increase and regular visitors
tend to schedule additional appointments. Cole converses with students,
typically in 50-minute sessions, and
helps them move toward coping
with stress.
"It's work;it's not something that
magically happens by coming to
therapy," she said. Cole offers techniques for studying, prioritizing and
managing procrastination, but counseling is not an instant remedy."A
lot of times,it could be too late in the
semester to salvage grades. So then
we would talk about patterns and
plans for next semester and how to
be getting help earlier so it doesn't
get to that ... crisis point."
Sorting out work early on,recognizing anxiety when it comes, and
asking for help at the first signs of
worry are all helpful methods to
combat stress, according to NeesHatlen.
The resources on campus are
abundant. "People who learn to ask
for help and organize the resources
on.campus find a lot of help in
reducing stress," Nees-Hatlen said,
citing the benefits of the Career
Center,the Explorations program for

undecided first-year students and acquainted with stress, both professhort term loans from the Bursar's sionally and as a former student.
"The more stressed I am,the betOffice.
"I talk to students about where ter I do. The less stress, the more
they can cut back in their lives," time I have to wander and procrastiCole said."I get really practical with nate. I don't think stress is necessarpeople. You know, 'What can you ily negative. Some people work betcut out right now so that you can ter under stress."
He's on the money, according to
focus on whatever's most important
to you?"Cole offered holiday shop- Cole — stress isn't always bad.
"We need to have it in order to
ping and parties as some of the first
pieces students can chop out of an get things accomplished," she said.
"The goal is not to eliminate stress
overly stressful schedule.
Time to relax and clear the mind entirely; it's to teach people skills
can be hard to come by. "It's really that help them manage it and keep it
hard to just find time to relax, in that level where it's optimum
hei-ansf• you've got so much stuff stress," she said
Chellis hopes college is a highgoing on and so many things to
worry about," Chellis said, adding point of stress.
"Yeah, absolutely the real world
that irritability often reflects back
from friends,snowballing into unsa- is stressful at times,but I think if you
vory situations.
get through college, you can learn to
"When you have deadlines and deal with it enough that it doesn't kill
people are making multiple you nearly as much," he said.
demands, sometimes the last thing
Cole said stress decreases with
that gets done is people taking care age. This could be a result of learnof themselves," Nees-Hatlen said.
ing to deal with stress or because
Running from Sunday, Dec. 14 younger years are indeed more overto Tuesday, Dec. 16, Stress Free whelming. College students report
Finals offers activities such as flower more stress than people in other
potting and ornament painting. stages of life, she said.
Simple escapes like coloring books
Nees-Hatlen chalks the brunt of
receive the best response, according stress up to normal human procrastito Gustavo Burkett, director of nation.
Campus Activities and Events.
"I don't think that any group of
—Those little distracters are good students has ever really successfully
to intersperse with studying during parceled out all the work in equal
finals week," Cole units since the time of the presaid.
Socratics in ancient Greece," she
Burkett, a UMaine said.
graduate,
is
Still, Cole thinks it's not an
impossible fight, "I don't think you
have to live with that high level of
stress that causes the physical symptoms and the being emotionally
volatile and things like that — there's
something that can be done for it"
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Jingle bell rock Students dance the night away at showcase
and roll show
By Spencer Morton
Staff Reporter

Keith Anderson Community
Center hosts second annual
show featuring Maine indies
Kegan Zema
Staff Reporter

A curious girl with ample amounts of cartoon cleavage and a robotic arm was seen on
campus this week — on posters, trying to
reel fans into a Christmas rock show. On
Sunday, Dec. 14, the Keith Anderson
Community Center will host the second
annual Christmas Rock Spectacular. Four
indie rock acts will perform, hailing from all
across Maine.
The show will begin at 7 p.m. with a $5
admission fee. The lineup consists of
Rotundo Sealeg (new wave-punk from
Belfast), The Rattlesnakes (garage rock from
Portland), Woodburning Cat (indie-pop from
Orono) and The 500s (indie-pop from
Portland).
The show was organized by members of
Rotundo Sealeg — who also organized the
season last year — as a way to use music to
celebrate and enjoy the season. According to
Nathan Oldhan of Rotundo Sealeg, "We put
on this show last year because we thought a
Christmas show would be a great idea. We
wanted to kind of capture the Christmas spirit of, like, your grandparents' house with
decorations and everything."
Oldhan was originally the only member of
the band, playing guitar and using backing
tracks for his shows, until he brought in the
current members to play last year. He reverted back to his solo work until breaking his
arm. The full band came back together and
has remained intact.
Brian Cohen, a member of The
Rattlesnakes, expressed his band's excitement to play the show. The Rattlesnakes,
who all met at the University of Maine at
Farmington and now live in Portland, have
played in the area before. According to
Cohen, they enjoy playing in Orono. Thety
are all originally from a college town themselves, but are branching out into other
scenes as well.
"We like playing at different places, but
we want more people come to our shows,"
Cohen said."We will play shows where there
are only like three people we don't know, and
a bunch of our friends that have heard us
play a bunch of times."
According to Cohen, the Rattlesnakes
have a very loose approach to song writing
— just jamming and seeing what comes out.
The biggest goal for the organizers of the
show is for a handful of people to come out
and have fun. Oldhan said Rotundo Sealeg
do a lot with crowd participation, trying to
break down people's inhibitions at shows."A
lot of the time having fun gets lost at shows,"
Oldhan said. "Everyone there is all about
looking cool. No one wants to dance or anything, but people need to have fun."
Last year's Christmas show was held after
finals week. This year, with better timing and
a wider variety of acts, Oldhan hopes it will
be an all-inclusive show with a good turnout.
He wants to make sure everyone gets into the
spirit of "holiday rock."
The Keith Anderson Community House is
located at 16 Bennoch Rd., Orono..
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Peter Buehner•The Maine Campus
"We've been working on these dance routines
all semester long, and this is our chance to show
people what we're made of," said junior dancer
and choreographer Chelsea Rondeau.

University of Maine dancers
will tap, twirl, shimmy and shake
under the lights of a packed auditorium Thursday, Dec. 11 and
Friday, Dec. 12 during the 2008
Fall Dance Showcase.
At 7:30 p.m. on both nights, in
Hauck Auditorium, the dancing
will commence, featuring a lineup
of 23 dances, ranging in style
from jazz and swing all the way to
tap and contemporary dance.
Students will showcase their individual works, while dance classes
will perform an arrangement choreographed by their professors.
Chelsea Rondeau, a junior choreographer and dancer said the
Fall Dance Showcase used to be
solely for student and teacher
works-in-progress, a time to critique each others' work. It has
since then evolved into much
more.
"The showcase has become a
really big deal, like a formal
recital," Rondeau said. "We've
been working on these dance routines all semester long, and this is
our chance to show people what
we're made of."
Tickets sold out within minutes
of doors opening last year.
"Everyone needs to show up early.
I can't stress that enough," said
Greg Young, senior choreographer
and dancer. "Last year, hundreds
of people showed up, and the
auditorium was full 15 minutes
before the show even started."
Some of the more anticipated
dance numbers include "Alice in

Tappyland," an adventurous tap
dance piece;"Sinking," an aggressive dance theater piece inspired
by zombies; and "0487," a fastpaced, flowing jazz number.
The event is free for any student with a MaineCard; tickets are
$7 for the public. "There will be
raffles and lots of prizes which
will benefit the American
Festival
Collegiate
Dance
[ACDFJ," said Nicole Lagasse, a
senior choreographer and dancer.
The ACDF is a national dance
festival which will be held at
UMaine in 2009. Dance groups
from colleges across the country
will travel to Orono to showcase
their talents. For now, all the focus
is on the upcoming nights.
"There are only two big dance
events all year long — one in the
fall and one in the spring,"
Lagasse said. "We don't get a lot
of publicity or recognition, so
everyone needs to come check it
out."
Not only will the showcase
visually stimulate and entertain
the crowd, it will give them an
inside look at the creative side of
the student body. "This is a great
opportunity for the community
and for fellow students to come
and recognize the hard work and
creativity involved in dance,"
Young said.
With finals week looming, this
is a great opportunity for all students to take a break and to recognize the hard work of others.
Show up early, grab a seat and
watch the UMaine dance community serve up a night of their inspirational, haunting and intense art.

r'"
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Anthony Arnista
By Kaley Roberts
Copy Editor
For some,acting is like a drag — a fact University of Maine junior Anthony Amista is well aware of. It may have been his mother's
need to get him out ofthe house that introduced him to acting,but it's
the exhilarating feelings of acceptance and fascination that have kept
him on stage ever since.
Now in his third year of UMaine's theater program, Anthony
enthusiastically recalled one of his earliest acting experiences."I was
in 'The Wizard of Oz.' I was a munchkin and a flying monkey. But
they couldn't afford to make the monkeys fly, so we were on roller
skates."
A long way from playing multiple filler characters during his
childhood in Germany, Anthony staned in the on-campus productions "Bat Boy," "Betty's Summer Vacation" and "Hedda Gabler,"
along with numerous student-directed shows. He estimates having
taken part in "about 20,25 shows" in his lifetime, most recently taking to the stage as the titular character in "Scapin."

Instead of spending last summer relaxing or exploring exotic
lands, Anthony devoted the bulk of his break to acting."1 did a summer internship at Monmouth Theatre (in Monmouth, Maine], and 1
did two Shakespeare shows and `Arsenic and I An-."
Anthony admits that with all of his theatrical duties, his free lime
is scant "Well,theater is pretty demanding. You rehearse after school
every day when you're in a production ... I'd come home from
rehearsals and just be tired and do homework and go to bed. If I could
make more hours in the day, you could rest assured that I would be
doing mote."
Even with everything theater requires of him,Anthony still finds
time to squeeze in other art forms.The thespian who boasts minors in
German,studio art and dance,Anthony performed a dance duet titled
"Don't Look Back" with fellow UMaine artist Molly Schenk at the
experience helped
university's annual dance showcase last year
broaden his artistic horizons.
"Molly and I spent a really long time working ... and I really think
that I fell in love a little bit more with daniv bough that ... it wasanother way of getting what I'm feeling alms in a new and different way. It
was really fun for me to learn how to do some ofthose things."The two
enjoyed working together so much they are pairing up again this year.
His newfound love for dance helped him prepare for his most
recent lead role."1 like dance because it helps,especially with physical comedy like in 'Scapin.' You have to be in control of your body
even though it looks like you're not You have to be very careful. ...
[Dance] really helped a lot with realizing exactly how to move my
body. It's also made me more aware,stronger physically, more flexible. ... Dance definitely compliments theater"
"We don't bite," saidAnthony,in reference to himself and his fellow entertainers at UMaine."[Students should] try out,come talk to
us. We're all really passionate about [acting] and we would love to
share our passion with you. ... We always love when we have new
people coming in and hying out and just having fun. l)on't be afraid"
What's ahead for Anthony? "I'm going to be in 'Side Show' las
the reptile man]. Sandra(Hardy]is directing this musical. We have a
32-foot turntable on gage. We're going to have ... people dressed as
citrus freaks running around. It's going to be insane."
Regardless of where life avid take him,Anthony plans on being
an artist for as long as he can. "Sitting in math class ... I'm usually
reading plays OEM my computer designing something.... I think I'm
too left brained to be able to do anything outside of art. It's got me
hooked."
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FILM:"AUSTRALIA"

CD: `NATASHA'

By Jeff Hake
For The Maine Campus
Perhaps the directionless, airy mood of the
recently released "Australia" starring Hugh
Jackman (Drover) and Nicole Kidman (Lady
Sarah Ashley) was simply the result or some
secret intention by the director to imitate the
eponymous continent's geography. This two-anda-half-hour war epic-cum-romance-cum-comedy
is strung with action and emotion on the outside,
but its interior is as dry and nearly useless as the
Down Under's vast central desert.
Having watched the trailer prior to seeing the
movie, I was pleased when.the film opened with a
scrolling narrative offering the historical background of the story. The trailer advertised the film
as a gripping World War II epic with a love story,
the twist being that it takes place in Australia, so
this sober opening seemed appropriate. However,
the film suddenly takes off listlessly thereafter.
For the first 20 minutes, the mood is that of
"Pirates of the Caribbean." Violence is simple
sport; drinking reduces men only to clumsy,
laughable fools and the humor is bawdy, offering
nothing clever.
While his role as a youthful but mysteriously
powerful protagonist is immensely refreshing, if
overtly cute, the childish narration by the halfaboriginal, half-white Nuflab (Brandon Walters)
nevertheless serves to shred to tatters the last bit
of serious belief a viewer may have. When a pivotal death suddenly occurs (reacted to emotionlessly by Kidman), it seems as though the film
may start behaving as advertise. Instead, it simply
slips lazily around, unsure of what its story
means.
A disjointed plot, semi-intelligible accents and
mishandled scripting serve to further abet the
unsteady confusion of the film.
Is it an epic action film? Sometimes. A cattle
drive scene — yes, the film actually has more to
do with cattle than war — brought me to the edge
of my seat. The air raid scenes later on served to
capture the hysteria of battle. Still, these moments
develop little significance for the primary characters, and the inclusion of a too-familiar musical
montage served to further dilute the theme.
Is it a romance? Hardly. The film opens with a
typical tough-guy-versus-uptight-lady, tit-for-tat
which somehow, with no provocation other than
Hollywood gilding, turns into romance. We learn
little about the characters, particularly Kidman's

By Ryan Page
For The Maine Campus

Lady Sarah Ashley, and their slowly undulating
love story lacks real passion. Why do they lo,ve
each other? Are they married? Do we even really
want them to fall in love?
Is it a comedy? No. The only part that made me
laugh was the too-close-up of Jackman's face as
he enters the fancy ball as the newly clean-shaven
knight in a white suit. The cinematographer's
examination of Jackmman's visage through a soap
opera-like lens made me snort unwillingly.
In all of this, there could have been discussion
of serious issues. Australian Aborigines and
blacks play their parts in a movie that intends to
balk at racism and cultural degradation, but they
instead become a backdrop for a story about white
people. War is treated almost bloodlessly, and the
chronology never seems to become quite square
with the history it is based on.
In short, if you are looking for a film lacking
substance, where hair stays neat, jokes are easily
won, minorities are punch lines and romance simply happens if you shove two undeveloped-butpretty characters into a script together, then
"Australia" is the film to see. Otherwise, don't
bother.
Grade: D

Pig Destroyer are an enigma.
Originally a three-piece grindcore
band from Virginia, they've
expanded their lineup to include a
member specifically listed as providing "noise" and occasionally put
out 38-minute doom songs on 5.1
surround sound. Existing somewhere in the nebulous space
between high intelligence and devastating neurosis, Pig Destroyer are
at once sublime, frightening, piercing, hyper-intellectual, misogynistic, feminist, honest, emotional and
perhaps most obvious — intensely
violent.
This album, consisting of the
previously mentioned 38-minute
doom-metal song, seemingly came
out of nowhere."Natasha" is a reissue of a track released as a bonus
DV.D with their 2004 album
"Terrifyer." Why release it again in
2008? In addition to new artwork
and packaging, one reason is that
DVD audio is essentially a failed
medium. Also, instead of merely
mixing down the tracks to stereo,
the re-release cOntains an entirely
new mix, lasting a few minutes
longer than the original release.

Where the original mix was
rather muddy and the surfeit of
sounds seemed to create a wall of
noise, this release is much more
cohesive. The guitar, drums, samples, vocals and synthesized noise
all move together to create a mammoth wave ofcdissonance. The tectonic drums and guitars repetitiously slam the listener, while vocalist
J.R. Hayes' often heavily-doctored
voice wails his surprisingly feminist tale of a murdered girl's
revenge on her assailant. The song
has a psychological effect, causing
the listener to internalize the insanity. By the end, you do not just
observe the desolation — you feel
it.
While certainly only appealing
to a small group of people, Pig
Destroyer consistently make
important artistic and social statements, while keeping mainstream
society convinced they are merely
peddlers of noisy metal music.
-Natasha- will most likely not win
them any new fans, but it will certainly impress geelcs like me who
like a little avant-garde with their
metal. Did you really expect any
less from a band whose name is a
euphemism for "cop killer?"
Grade: A-

Visit mainecapmus.com for Kaley Roberts' Web exclusive
review of the new album by The Killers, "Day & Age."
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Drinking does not keep you warm.
There is no such thing as a "beer jacket," even though you might feel ready
to trek back home from Woodman's or
the Bear Brew sans coat after tipping a
few back. Be responsible. No one
wants to dig you out of a snow bank.
With that winter safety message,.let's
start sirpin'.
Slick Nick Winter Ale
by Schap Brewing Company
Brewed in Gorham, Maine
Smell a little of this and you'll know

what's coming. A scrumptious medley of
chocolate and raspberry. Magnificent.
One of my favorites in this batch of 17
ales.
Winter Ale by Blue Moon
Brewed in Golden, Cobo.
Addictive I couldn't stop sipping
Would I have known about the sprinkle
of sugar if I hadn't read the label? Not
sure. But once you know, it's easily
recognizable and tasty. One of my
favorites.

a long time. My mouth was mesmerized.
Prelude by Shipyard
Brewed in Portland, Maine
Those Shipyard hops are banging
around here, for sure. It's a similar taste
to their Export and equally tough for
me to describe. It's just a delicious,
quality ale. If you've ever agreed with
Beer Police, try this.

Santa's Private Reserve by Rogue
Ales
Brewed in Newport, Ore.
Not for the faint of heart. The
intensely sour hops were too much for
me, and I love hops and powerful flavors.

Winter Ale by Samuel Adams
Brewed in Boston, Mass.
It tastes like another offering from
Sam's approaching macrobrew indistinctness, but still with a smidge of
microbrew flair. I'm not going to spend
much time on this one because you'll
try it in the pubs where it's the only
micro on tap. It's quality, but average.
Neither great nor gross.

Mchouffe
C
by Brasseri
d'Achouffe
Brewed in Achouffe, Belgium
A dark ale that singlehandecily
increased my enthusiasm for Belgian
beer -- wow. An alcohol content of 8.5
percent hut still insanely smooth. A
prettN dark offering you can see, smell.
and, most importantly, taste the quality
her,‘ One of the hest beers I've had in

Roxy Rolles by Magic Hat
Brewed in Burlington. Vt.
What the hey does' a dude on a
motorcycle have to do with winter? A
blast of piney hops rolls off this one —
although it took a three-person roommate brigade to nail down the scent
The hoppy, almost sour ttiste sticks
around for a while,
Winter Warmer by Harpoon

Brewed in Windsor, Vt.
An abomination of spice, it's kind of
like Pumpkinhead gone wrong.
Disappointing to say, after preferring
Harpoon's Octoberfest over many fall
brews, but I can't recommend this one
under any circumstances. I could bare
ly finish it.
Winter Ale by Sea Dog
Brewed in Topsham & Bangor,
Maine
It reminds me of Shipyard's Export,
which (see Prelude, above) means I
can't describe it, but I can give it a
thumbs up. leer aficionados who turn
their noses at Sea. Dog's fruitier beers
might be surprised to find a straightfor- .
ward, quality ale with this one.
Winter Ale by Geary's
Brewed in Portland, Maine
Okay, I'm starting to look schizophrenic with my brewery loyalty. 1 love
Geary's Autumn Ale. You wouldn't
know it from the Ales of Autumn column, but it ended up being one of my
favorites. But with the first sip of Winter
Ale, 1 knew there wasn't going to be any
prolonged courtship W ith this beer. 1
don't like it. Its vaguely,teminiscent of

See BEER on page 11
......
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Beer from page 10
the usual Geary's taste, but much lighter. It
tastes shamefully similar to a light beer.
Even Budweiser, yes, the B-word — crossed
my mind. Blech.
Christmas Ale by Gritty McDuff's
Brewed in Portland, Maine
A good balance between average and
dark. Tasty, with more of those distinct hops
I can never put to words. The aftertaste isn't
great, but it fades quickly — like the memory of the beer itself. It's a forgettable
Christmas brew in a fun bottle, which is less
offensive than their Halloween Ale spice
bomb,
Old Fezziwig Ale by Samuel Adams
Brewed in Boston, Mass.
Old Fezz is a jolly fellow. This brew tosses in some cinnamon and orange peel for a
sweetly spiced ale, prime for prolonged sipping. This is one of the tastier winter offerings. Certainly preferable to the standard
Sam's Winter but also harder to obtain without buying a pricey I 2-pack.
Holiday Porter by Samuel Adams
Brewed in Boston, Mass.
Heavenly aroma — not sniffing this before
each sip would border on insanity. Very
`wannabe-European' but not as thick as true
porter and stout fans may like. The caramel
hint is the highlight.

hyped brew didn't blow me away. It's kind of
fruity and a tad light (in coloration, not Bud
Light light) for my taste.
Our Special Ale by Anchor
Brewed in San Francisco, Calif.
A reddish-brown beer. Anchor tries a different recipe for each year's limited release
of this seasonal ale. It looks home-brewed
and boldly proclaims "Merry Christmas &
Happy New Year" on the bottle, but it's ultimately boring. I don't taste much of the
alleged spices or anything of much interest.
Maybe I'm getting jaded.

CONCORD COACH LINES
Last day of service from campus is
Friday, December 19, 2008.
No reservations needed.
We pick you up on campus at th
Memorial Gym behind the Black Bear stat

Fireside Nut Brown by Leinenkugel
Brewed in Chippewa Falls, Wis.
A little heavier than their Sunset Wheat
and kind of a departure from their usual fare.
A nutty essence and an agreeable aftertaste.
It doesn't stand out in this batch, and it
might not blow away Leinenkugel faithful,
but it's not bad.
Nor'easter Winter Ale by Tremont
Brewed in Portland, Maine
I had a hard time paying attention to this
while trying to discover its shady origins.
Shipyard is listed in fine print on the bottle,
although Tremont presents itself as its own
entity. Anyway, the trademark Shipyard
hops are only vaguely present, so the
Nor'easter has a unique vibe. It's a quality
ale, although not very Christmas-y.
Shipyard fans are safe with this, but wiser to
pick Prelude.

Winter Welcome Ale by Samuel Smith
Visit mainecampus.com for the StyleCast,
Brewed in Tadcaster, Yorkshire,
featuring
additional Beer Police ratings of
England
A true winter warmer, it kindles a pleas- these ales'failures or successes at channelant heat. At the same time, this pricey, over- ing the holidays.

COKORD
COACH WO
--•fa

Last day of service to and from Orono for winter break is Friday,
December 19, 2008. Service will resume Friday, January 9,
2009. See schedule online for details. Ask about our student
discount. Have a safe and happy break! See you next semester.

Where would you rather goP

Hockey
h44omeleriet of theisetesier!
'00

*

his Friday and Saturday at 7PM
ome cheer on the BlackSears as'they,
battle forla weekend svepi

the Alfond

Maine vs. Union/This Friday and Saturday at him
Chec us out on the Web! www.mainecampusecom
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want
a job?
The Maine Campus
is now hiring for the
following positions:
-Editor in Chief
-News Editor
-Copy Editor
-Photographers
Contact Nicholas McCrea on FirstClass
for more information.

Maine

The

Campus

Horoscopes
Aries
March 21 to April 20
The enthusiasm you will be showing
today might make some people
envious of you. You may have art
argument with your loved one
because you have been spending
too much time in the company of
your friends.

Taurus
April 21 to May 20

The Maine

1

2

CROSSWORD
DOWN
4

3

b

5

7

8

10

11

12

13

1- Plenty
2- Recorded
3- Idle talk
4- "Dancing Queen" quartet
5- Netherlands queen
6- Trap
7- Japanese dish
8- Tire rupture
9- Old Italian money
10- Not fer
11- Expected
12- East ender?
13- Become firm
21- New Zealand parrot
22- Guarantee
25- Yearn deeply
26- On the main
27- Division of a school year
29- Slow, musically
31- Lasso
32- Crowd
34- Diners
35- French vineyard
36- Skin disorder
37- Apparatus for weaving
38- Monogram lir.
39- Pothook shape
43- Irreverence
44- Stingy person
47- Defunct airline
48- Strong snuff
49- Breathe in
50- Former name of Sri Lanka
53- Old card game
54- Water wheel
56- Director Vittorio De
57- K-6
58- Some whiskeys
59- Aliens, for short
60- Hanoi holiday
61- Metal-bearing mineral

16

15

14

9

,
19

19
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22

21

20
/3

25

/4

/8

29

30

33

34

31

41

,

46

47
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49

50

58
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e
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61

48

55

54

53

51

60

'

44

43

51

59

32
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,
42

56

27

35

•,
40
39
38
37
36

as

26

63
66

64
•

67

I.

69

68

_____,
ANSWER KEY FOUND IN SPORTS

ACROSS

25- Touch lightly
28- Kathmandu resident
30- Guess
33- One who carries out a death sentence
36- Extra-terrestrial being
40- Sheet music abbr.
41- At right angles to the keel
42- Component
45- Noxious
46- Medical
51- CPR specialist
52- Fork

1- Cloudlike mass
4- Basics
8- Cutting edges
14- Lennon's lady
15- Bridges of Hollywood
16- Orange zircon
17- T.G.I.F. part
18- Cave dwellers
19- Point in a direction
20- Province in W Canada
23- Mayberry moppet
24- Thick-skinned charger

Crossword puzzles provided by
BestCrosswords.com
Used with permission.
55- Decline
56- Scientific recording of earthquakes
59- Prima ballerina
62- Donkey cry
63- Sidekick
•
64- Three lines of verse
65- Green land
66- "Xanadu" band
67- Passionate
68- X-ray units
69- Dusk, to Donne

You could be facing difficulties in
your social relationships and be
involved in a conflict. Try to avoid
quarrels. You may want to accept
support offered by friends and family
in order to complete all your tasks
for today.

Gemini
May 21 to June 21
In the morning you could be in a
state of confusion due to sentimental
issues. You will have the chance to
obtain small benefits from part-time
jobs, but you are advised to remain
cautious.

Cancer
June 22 to July 22
You may be nervous without a real
reason and be tempted to act on
impulse. You are running the risk of
hurting the feelings of an older lady
in your circle.

Leo
July 23 to Aug. 22
You may experience some tense situations caused by a misunderstanding with one of your colleagues or
partners. You may find it difficult to
focus. You are advised to postpone
making major decisions.

Virgo
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22
A task you have to complete soon is
bothering you. Cancelling a trip that
was planned for today may affect
your love life. Your loved one will not
believe that you are really busy.

Libra
Sept. 23 to Oct. 23
You can make a successful business trip, provided you will avoid
controversies with people accompanying you.

Scorpio
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22
In the morning you will tend to be on
a short fuse and might hurt your

4
1 5
.7

8
8

3
1 9 6 8
1
5
6
2
4

8
4

SUDOKU
PUZZLE

9
2
74

HOW TO PLAY
•Each row (horizontal line) must have
numbers 1-9 in any order but each digit
can only appear once.

6

7
4
79
4
6
2
8

•Each column (vertical line) must have
numbers 1-9 in any order but each digit
can only appear once.
•Each 3x3 box must have numbers 1-9 in
any order but each digit can only appear
once.
There is only one correct answer!

loved one's feelings. Apologize and
avoid a quarrel. Today is not a favorable time for you to deal in business
or meet with friends.

Sagittarius
Nov.23 to Dec. 21
You could be in a bad mood
because a business project has
failed. You might have a hot argument with your loved one,

Capricorn
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20
Today is not a favorable time for
making major decisions or future
plans. You are advised not to sign
official papers.

Aquarius
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19
You might have arguments with your
family because of certain financial
difficulties. To avoid an unpleasant
situation, consider the needs of all
the family members.

Pisces
Feb. 20 to March 19
Your communication skills are not at
their best today. You should postpone all your meetings.
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Crossed-up

Hockey

into the break
with a threefrom page 16 game winning
streak."
Finishing last season at 15-46, the Dutchmen recorded their
first winning record in 10 seasons. Freshmen forwards Adam
Presizniuk and Stephane Boileau
led the team with 25 and 21
points, respectively, and headline
the offense again this year with
11 points each.
"[Nate Leaman] has done a
fabulous job with that program,
and their success is not an accident," UMaine coach Tim
Whitehead acknowledged. "So
we're going to have to be ready
with all hands on deck for this
one."
Union
goaltenders
have
allowed 41 goals in 13 games, an
average of 3.11 per game.
Starting netminder Corey Milan
has started all but one game as a
sophomore, after splitting time
with senior Justin Mrazek in his
first year. Milan is 7-5-1 this
season, with a 2.78 goals against
average and a .907 save percentage.
Despite their defensive troubles, the Dutchmen have consistently put the puck in the net,
lighting the lamp 42 times. Their
3.23 goals scored per game is
tops in the ECAC.
The Black Bears scored 30
goals on the season, but carry a
winning record with the stingiest
defense in Hockey East. With 26
goals, UMaine is followed by the
University of Massachusetts,
with 30, for the fewest goals
allowed in the conference.

"We understand that goal
scoring is going to be difficult
for us this year with the players
that we've lost," Whitehead said,
"So we've really focused on
playing good team defense, and
as a result, we've been right in
every game we've played."
With consistent starts from
goaltenders
Scott
UMaine
Darling and Dave Wilson, the
Black Bears have allowed 26
goals in 14 games with a goals
against average of 1.84. Darling
has earned the majority of starts
early in the season, and picked
up his sixth win on Sunday to
improve to 6-3-1. Darling ranks
fifth in the nation in goals
against average at 1.49 and sixth
in save percentage at .941.
"The main thing has been
goaltending all season," O'Neill
said. "You're only as good as
your goaltender, and Scotty's
been unbelievable for us. He's
the best defenseman on the team.
It makes it a lot easier when we
know we've got a guy back there
that's going to stop the pucks,
and we can make plays up front
knowing that if we make a mistake he's right there to be the
backbone of the team."
After this weekend, the Black
Bears will take a break from the
Hockey East schedule, traveling
to Estero, Fla., to compete in the
Florida College Classic Dec 2728, and to Portland for an exhibition against the USA Under-18
Team at the Cumberland County
Civic Center on Jan. 2.
Puck drop for both games this
weekend is set for 7 p.m.

rearview mirror, the Black
from page 16 Bears head
for a gutcheck game with the fifth-ranked
University of Oklahoma Sooners
on Wednesday night. The Black
Bears' main focus is aimed
toward defending Blake Griffin,
projected by many as the No. 1
pick in next June's NBA draft.
But don't expect them to back
down.
"We don't need to be in awe

of anybody," Woodward said
after Monday's game. "We just
have to go out there and do what
we do against whoever we play
against."
UMaine will not play again
until Harvard comes to town on
Dec. 21.

Hoops
'
40800%44

Amy Brooks + The Maine Campus
win.
Monday
night's
Mark Socoby hooks a pass around a Colgate defender in

!Correction

Note: Paper went to press
prior to the conclusion of the
game between UMaine and
Oklahoma.
•

In the Dec. 8 issue of The Maine Campus, the Sports' front page men's basketball
photo was incorrectly attributed to Amy Brooks. Peter Buehner was thd photographer.

Fill the Gap with UCUP's klte.rHallvc. E-ducation L-oanc!
If your Stafford and PLUS loans have left you
with unpaid college expenses, let UCU's
Alternative Education Loan fill the gap.
Simple- and cfrai +—forvvard colt
fnanc-in5,
Pon't Iry wicks cvcr11ilin5. in life- vvac ThiS caCi?

*evil vicit wvvvvaucustudentaideorg
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Black Bear Gladiators UM eager for
face off in Rec Center winter season
This past Sunday, the University of Maine
Recreation and Fitness Center was transformed into
a battlefield for the first-ever UMaine Gladiators
competition. The contestants were split into men's
and women's divisions that included UMaine athletes, employees and students. With 28 participants,
the event proved to be entertaining.
"The events were versatile and allowed for people to [be] successful in a variety of ways," said
Megan Ramos, the coordinator of the event.

"For being ourfirst attempt at a
large undertaking,I thought it
was a success and we have a lot
more to work with when we offer
it again."
Megan Ramos
Event Coordinator
American Gladiators

Participants paid $10 to enter. Just like the popular television show "American Gladiators," the
UMaine version matched a cast of participants
against one another, as well as against the Rec
Center's own "gladiators."
In contests of strength and agility, participants
fought in a variety of events. The joust had participants stand on a platform — with a gladiator opposite them — holding a jousting stick. Competitors
tried to knock the gladiator off his or her platform
while staying on their own. Points were awarded
according to how long a person stayed on the platform.
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Peter Buehner + The Maine Campus
Tanya "IceT' Adomo pretends to be nice before
competing in the joust. The Recreation and Fitness
Center was transformed into a battlefield for the firstever UMaine Gladiators competition.

preparation I need."
In addition, the women's
team will be joined by
The University of Maine Connecticut's Gatorade Athlete
men's and women's cross coun- of the Year, Shaniqua Burgess,
try teams have already endured who will compliment junior
the rigors of a full season, but sprinter Allyson Howatt, the
after a long layoff following Most Outstanding Performer at
the NCAA Championships, the the outdoor conference chamdistance crew will be joined by pionships earlier this year.
eager hordes of sprinters, Senior Vicki Tolton, the reignjumpers, throwers, hurdlers and ing 400-meter champion and
UMaine record holder, will
vaulters.
The indoor track season has also return.
"1 definitely
begun, and the
Black Bears are "I know it's going to feel pressure to
maintain
my
gearing up for
be
very
intense
and
as
position
run
at
another
hard, but my coach champion in the
the
America
400 meter, but it
East crown. The
believes in me so
also exciting,
team
men's
that's all the prepa- is
and I look forhopes to benefit
ration I need."
ward to what
from strong perthis year has to
formances by
freshman Riley
Jesse Labreck bring," Tolton
said. "My trainMasters, who
Freshman
ing
has not
contributed
UMaine Indoor Track changed drastiimmediately to
cally from last
the cross counyear, but my coach has had to
try team this fall.
"Coach Lech has me geared increase the intensity level in
toward the mile. I think it is order to be better than I was
because I ran a strong mile in last year and go farther."
Tolton will be without teamhigh school," Masters said."He
has said he sees a lot of mate Lindsay Burlock for the
indoor season. The two finuntapped potential in me."
They will also return ished 1-2 in several meets last
America East-champion high year and made up half of the
juniper Jeff Ramos and outdoor vaunted women's 4x400 team.
400-meter hurdle champion Burlock will return for the outMatt Holman. A consistent trio door season.
Invictus has also started the
of junior distance runners —
Miles Bartlett, Chris Harmon indoor season, as several memand Corey Bean — will return bers of "The Unconquered"
track club competed at the
as well.
The men were chosen to fin- Husky Winter Carnival this
ish seventh in the conference in past weekend. Club president
a preseason poll of all nine Dillon Bates said he believes
conference coaches. Albany the team is off to a good start in
was selected as the No. 1 men's their second season of competiteam, earning eight first place tion.
"The meet went awesome,
votes.
despite
a lot of bad scheduling.
perexcellent
seeing
After
formances from freshmen We had a good turnout ... a lot
Corey Conner and Hilary of people put down good perMaxim during the cross coun- sonal marks to work from as
try season, the Black Bear the season progresses," Bates
women hope to get big results said. "Our last large meet of
from freshman Jesse Labreck, 2008 is this coming weekend,
one of Maine's most successful so hopefully we'll get even
track and field athletes in more people to show up for the
Harvard meet."
recent memory.
While the club team heads to
"I'm told to do the best that
I can, so whatever happens, Cambridge for an Ivy League
happens," Labreck said. "I throwdown, the Black Bears
know it's going to be very will travel to Durham for a shot
intense and hard, but my coach at perennial rival University of
believes in me, so that's all the New Hampshire.
By Derek McKinley
Staff Writer

By Leila Sholtz-Ames
For The Maine Campus

Peter Buehner + The Maine Campus
Tony "Ajax" Purpura towers over Mark Rondeau
before the start of their joust match. A variety of
events tested the participants' strength and agility.
In the "Take Down" event, competitors were
given a detachable flag belt and a 10-second headstart up a rock wall before a gladiator raced up after
them for a "take down." Those who got to the top
were awarded bonus points,
In "Assault," contestants battled a gladiator in a
head-to-head matchup of brain and brawn. In one
minute, they had to complete the challenge of racing
through checkpoints, while targeted by a gladiator
armed with dodgeballs.
With "Powerball," two contestants at a time were
given 45 seconds to score as many dunks into bins as
possible. Points were awarded according to how
many balls you placed in the bins.
In the final "Elimination round" the top two
female and male contenders from the preliminary
round of events squared off in "The Eliminator," featuring massive obstacle courses and requiring equal
parts agility, speed, power, strength and quickness.
The winners from the male and female division
were named according to who finished first. Sarah
Zazzaro, an athlete from the women's rugby team,
garnered first place for women, while Thomas Baril,
a member of the Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity, won
for the men.
"I really did not know what to expect. I wanted to
win, and I went in with the mindset of doing the best
I could. The events were challenging, and I am sore
today," Baril said. "Despite this, I loved the experience and hope they do the event again so I can
defend my title."
While there was no monetary reward, winners got
their names and faces on a poster that will be displayed in the Rec Center and Memorial Union for
2009.
"It was a long competition, so in the future we
would like to minimize duration if possible," Ramos
said. "For being our first attempt. at a large undertaking, I thought it was a success, and we have a lot
more to work with when we offer it again."
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Rec. Center hosts first-ever "American Gladiator" event.
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UMaine repels Raiders in close contest
Men's basketball withstands second-half rally, Socoby connects for a game-high 23
"Colgate is a good team." Socoby
said. "Every good Division-I team is
going to make their run, and in the sechalf they did that."
ond
The University of Maine men's basRaiders narrowed the margin to
The
ketball team did exactly what they
a three-pointer by sophoafter
47-45
coming
night,
Monday
on
needed to
away with a 67-56 win over the Colgate more Joe Hoban, but the Black Bears
showed great poise from there on,
University Raiders.
The game was much closer than the refusing to relinquish the lead.
The turning point came when junior
final score would indicate.
The Raiders entered the game hop- captain Junior Bernal (17 points, 6
ing to snap a five-game losing streak. rebounds, 5 assists) reentered the game
The Black Bears had just broken a four- with the lead cut to two. Along with
game skid of their own after an, uplift- Socoby, one of three captains, they
ing 126-50 victory over the Division- combined for 12 points in the final six
III Owls of the University of Maine- minutes to lead a resurgent UMaine
offense to victory. Socoby finished
Presque Isle four days earlier.
With momentum in their favor, with 23 points and four rebounds.
Coach Ted Woodward
UMaine (5-4) came out of
his defense and
praised
the gates strong and domof his capleadership
the
defensive
inated on the
Men's Basketball tains after the game.
end, holding Colgate (2"The game of basket6) to under a 32 percent
ball is always a game of
shooting average in the
67 runs. ... We got a lot of
UM
first half.
"We played really Colgate
56 contributions, I thought
really
defense
our
good defense in the first
got
we
and
to,
had
we
when
up
stepped
half," said junior guard Mark Socoby,
Mark
from
leadership
good
really
some
who picked up the America East Player
of the Game award. "Our zone was [Socoby] and Junior [Bernal] in particgood and our man-to-man was even ular."
The importance of winning these
better."
two home games should not be
past
Socoby also staked his claim on the
and the gravity of them
understated,
the
floor, draining
offensive end of
consecutive three-pointers at the end of was not lost on the players.
"To be a good team we have to win
the half to cap a 20-4 UMaine run. The
run gave the Black Bears a 35-19 lead at home," Bernal said after the game.
"That's what is going to keep us motiand it seemed the game was in hand.
vated."
change
can
things
But in basketball,
Woodward echoed that sentiment,
quickly.
Colgate emerged from the locker stressing that a young team — UMaine
room with renewed intensity in the sec- is the youngest team in America East
ond half. They took advantage of a — needs to become accustomed to winnow-stagnant UMaine offense that ning at home.
"Of the 11 guys we dressed tonight,
could only muster six points in the
six of them are freshman. So just gethalf's first 10 minutes.
sophomore
Mike ting them to understand it's important
Meanwhile,
Venezia and junior reserve Ben Jonson to win at home, to go where we want to
of Colgate were exploiting holes in the go as a group, is key for us."
With a successful home stand in the
Black Bear defense, nibbling away at
what once seemed an insurmountable
See HOOPS on page 14
lead.
By Michael Pare
For The Maine Campus

Amy Brooks•The Maine Campus
a Black Bear win against Colgate.
to
way
the
Svetoslav Chetinov goes in strong for two on

UM welcomes Dutchmen for weekend tilt
Black Bears hope to ride momentum,rookies Darling, O'Neill ready for ECAC's Union
5-0-0 against Union with their last solution to their power-play woes in the despite wins over Hockey East oppomeeting coming during the 1995-96 two most recent games, scoring three of nent Providence College, and Yale, who
their five goals With the man advantage. is currently receiving votes in the
season.
The
came
win
3-2
Bears
a
team had gone 0-for-22 on the USCHO.com and CBS College Sports
off
Black
The
games
road
three
of
two
losing
After
afternoon
against power play entering the weekSunday
national polls.
against Hockey East opponents,
Merrimack
"We know we're going to see
end.
the University of Maine men's
best," said UMaine freshNorth
in
College
their
UMaine
looks
hockey team returns home this
Will O'Neill,
defenseman
to
Mass.,
man
Andover,
continue
the
weekend for their only pair of
Men's Hockey
who had two assists last weekto improve a to 8momentum
games at Alfond Arena in
end. "Mainly, we've just got to
against Union, a
5-1 (5-4-1 Hockey
December.
focus on ourselves, and know
East) after losing pair of one- team who played their third
The Black Bears will host the
that this game is as big as any
goal games at the University of game in five days on Tuesday.
Union College Dutchmen of the
The
one, and we're just trying to go
Dutchmen
Northeastern
(7-5-1,
and
2-4-4
Vermont
Eastern
Athletic
College
ECAC)
are
ranked
to
second
University.
Conference (ECAC) on Friday
The Black Bears found a last in the 12-team conference, Will O'Neill See HOCKEY on page 14
and Saturday night. UMaine is Scott Darling
By Steven McCarthy
Staff Reporter

